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		🤷 Sorry, but we couldn't find what you were looking for... (404) 🤷
Please take a look at something else.


		
			
				
                
                
                
                Video #404 - One Minute English - 404 File not found
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				404 File not found 
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					           Hide / Show Transcript

					         
					           
					             Hi, I'm Adam and this is for elllo.org. The topic for today is 404 file not found. 

                                                     I know that you weren't searching for the video of Adam the Australian talking about 404 - file not found. But what you were looking for, unfortunately, was not found on the server. So instead of what you were actually looking for... here we are, you have me! 

                                                     404 - File not found 

                                                     Thank you! 

				               

				             

				           

				         

					     
					       
					         
					           Answer the following questions about 404 File not found.

					           
				             

				           

				         

				       

			      

				  
					  
					  
                      Keep Listening

					Got another minute! Try these lesssons.
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					        Video 1520 (A)

					        Do you prefer shopping in a mall or online?
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					        Video 1520 (B)

					        Do you prefer shopping in a mall or online?
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					        Video 1519

					        Does your country have a good  transportation?
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					        Video 1518

					        How often do you use public transport?
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					        Video 1517

					        What environmental problems are facing your country?
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					        Video 1516

					        Would you like to live on a desert island?
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					        Video 1516

					        Would you like to live on a tropical island?

				        

					    

					  

					



					
					Watch More Videos >>

                    The more you listen, the faster you improve!
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